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“I can’t take it anymore! I’ve tried both sides, 
and nothing has happened. I should just go 
somewhere else. I think I can’t get a 
world avatar in the Whirling World,” A man in 
gray robes said sadly. 
A man that was standing next to him patted the 
gray-robed man on the shoulder, “Don’t be sad. 
It’s so difficult. It’s already quite 
good if one out of five can succeed. Everyone’s 
just here to test out their luck like you. Only 
those with talent and skill can 
condense world avatars in Cloud Valley!” 
As the man said that, he sighed as well. Even 
though he did not take part in the evaluation, he 
knew his place. 
He was reasonably talented, but he was 
nowhere near good enough in front of all those 
masters. 
Most of the warriors over there lamented the 
fact that they were not talented enough or not 
strong enough. They were not as 



skilled as the others around them and lamented 
the fact that they could not condense a world 
avatar. 
A world avatar meant a lot to every warrior. 
Condensing a world avatar would directly raise 
the level of a person’s power. 
Their battle ability would go up a level as well, 
and the benefits were long-term. A world avatar 
had nine levels. After reaching 
each level, one would level up even more. 
Condensing a world avatar needed somewhere 
that was full of the laws of the world. 
Those places were incredibly rare, both in the 
outside world and the Whirling world! In the 
whole of Whirling world, only Cloud 
Valley contained such a place, but one needed 
to obtain the rights to enter. 
Rudy sighed. There was no way he would ever 
be able to form a world avatar in his life. He 
was just there to watch. 
However, he could not help but rue the fact that 
those who would seem like absolute masters in 
front of Rudy did not even 
manage to get into Cloud Valley. 



Right at that moment, he heard an angry shout, 
“I refuse to believe it! This Killing Illusion Array 
might be able to trap me once or 
twice, but I’ll definitely succeed this time! I was 
just careless last time!” 
A clean-looking man shouted out in frustration. 
He looked incredibly angry and his hands were 
tightly clenched. 
It was obvious how emotional he was at that 
moment. The one in front of him was probably a 
fellow disciple of his. 
That person frowned helplessly, “What’s the 
point of getting so emotional? If this array was 
so easy to get through, then there 
wouldn’t be so many who have failed. Each 
time, you’ll need to face at least two 
opponents…” 
“By the time you reach the sixth stage, you’ll 
face a warrior that has already mastered the 
second stage of a lower ultimate god 
rank technique and one with the first stage. 
Even reaching that far means you’ll have 
already passed five stages. It wouldn’t be 
easy for anyone.” 



“Whether you make it through or not, don’t get 
so emotional! You didn’t fail because you were 
careless or because you weren’t 
prepared enough. You just weren’t able to pass 
all six stages! By the time you reach the fifth 
stage, you’re already almost spent.” 
The man clearly did not agree with what his 
fellow disciple said. He did not want to accept 
his own failure. 
He clenched his teeth slightly, looking incredibly 
indignant. 
He said, “You’re wrong! I’m the one who 
entered the illusion, not you! Don’t make such 
judgments. I was just careless, and that’s 
why I failed. If I had just changed the order a 
bit, it wouldn’t have ended like this.” 

   
 


